Abstract-Researchers who use agent-based models (ABM) to model social patterns often focus on the model's aggregate phenomena. However, aggregation of individuals complicates the understanding of agent interactions and the uniqueness of individuals. We develop a method for tracing and capturing the provenance of individuals and their interactions in the NetLogo ABM, and from this create a "dependency provenance slice", which combines a data slice and a program slice to yield insights into the cause-effect relations among system behaviors. To cope with the large volume of fine-grained provenance traces, we propose use-inspired filters to reduce the amount of provenance, and a provenance slicing technique called "non-preprocessing provenance slicing" that directly queries over provenance traces without recovering all provenance entities and dependencies beforehand. We evaluate performance and utility using a well known ecological NetLogo model called "wolf-sheep-predation".
I. INTRODUCTION
An agent-based model (ABM) is a computerized simulation of distributed decision-makers (agents) who interact through prescribed rules. ABM has been effective in studies such as complex adaptive spatial system (CASS) [6] and ecological modeling [4] because of its ability to represent heterogeneous individuals and the interactions among them. Researchers using agent-based models often focus on the emergent outcomes of aggregated behaviors, however, the fundamental philosophy in ABMs of methodological individualism warns that this may yield misleading results, and advocates a focus on the uniqueness of individuals and interactions [4] . In addition, the interactions among agents are inherently associated with causeeffect relations in the transition of system states through time, and these cause-effect relations are important and necessary for an understanding of complex process, but elucidating these relations poses a significant challenge to the research community because of the complex dynamics in ABM [6] .
The utility of provenance information has been established in many scientific domains, of most relevance to this paper are computer science [13] and geographic information system [14] . Provenance, which is a type of metadata, is the lineage of a data product or process: it's creator, contributing processes, interactions, and data sources. In the context of agent based modeling, provenance captures state changes in individual agents and interactions through time. These state changes reveal every unique individual behavior, but produces provenance of a volume that is computationally and analytically challenging for models with large numbers of agents. Cheney et al. [10] [9] argues that dependency analysis techniques used in program slicing can be a formal foundation for provenance that is intended to show how (part of) the output of a query depends on (parts of) its input. This so called dependency provenance is different from where-provenance and data lineage, but similar to how-provenance or why-provenance [7] in that it identifies a data slice showing the input data relevant to the output data. However, we argue that it is also important to consider the part of program execution that is relevant to the data dependencyprogram slice. We demonstrate that the combination of data slice and program slice-what we call provenance slice-can explain how and why the output data depends on the input data, and can yield insight into cause-effect relations among system behaviors.
NetLogo [16] is an agent-based modeling platform in wide use in research and education worldwide. NetLogo has its own Logo programming language, containing high level primitives for performing batch operations over a group of agents. Capturing the provenance of complex system behaviors in NetLogo requires collecting information about the execution of every statement, which can generate huge amounts of finegrained provenance that poses a big challenge for storage and subsequent querying. Pignotti et al. [12] discuss typical queries over a provenance record in ABM, and find that as the number of simulation runs and agents in the simulation increases, these queries become exponentially complex.
In this paper we propose a dependency provenance model for ABM. The utility of the approach is verified by means of a tool we built for tracing, capturing, storing and exposing the dependency provenance from NetLogo. Dependency provenance itself provides deeper understanding of an ABM simulation through answers to questions such as "How did the simulation evolve?", "What changes occur after changing a parameter's value?", "How influential is a parameter?", and "Which parameter is the most influential for a particular type of agent?". We propose several use-inspired filters that dramatically reduce the amount of persistent storage, and propose a technique that we call non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing that avoids recovering entities and dependencies from the provenance traces that are irrelevant to the query. We demonstrate the utility of the techniques using a classical ABM model for ecological studies called "wolfsheep-predation" [15] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related work. Section III describes the dependency provenance model in ABM and Section IV discusses the capture of dependency provenance in NetLogo. Section VI introduces the non-preprocessing provenance slicing technique and Section V introduces some use-inspired filters. The experimental evaluation with NetLogo model "wolf-sheep-predation" is presented in Section VII. Section VIII demonstrates some additional use cases of dependency provenance in analyzing agent-based simulation. Section IX concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Bennett [6] illustrates the importance of explicitly considering provenance in agent-based modeling through the development of a spatially explicit agent-based land use simulation framework. While their research is speculative, we implement the automated provenance tracing and capture for NetLogo and demonstrate some example provenance queries that can help understand and analyze the simulation.
Systems that gather fine-grained provenance metadata must process large amounts of information, and there is some existing research on provenance filtering. SPADE [11] is an open source software platform that supports collecting, filtering, storing, and querying provenance metadata. SPADE provides a framework for implementing filters (that can be stacked in arbitrary order). A filter receives a stream of provenance graph vertices and edges, and can rewrite their annotations (in which domain-specific semantics are embedded). However, our research studies on how to filter provenance traces generated by probes in the agent based model, and proposes several useinspired filters that can keep provenance traces that are relevant to particular provenance queries.
Program slicing is a well-explored technique in software engineering. Intuitively, program slicing attempts to provide a concise explanation of a bug or anomalous program behavior, in the form of a fragment of the program that shows only those parts "relevant" to the bug or anomaly. Cheney [9] argues that there is a compelling analogy between program slicing and data provenance and defines the dependency provenance of an output as the set of all input fields on which it depends (a data slice). However, the data slice alone does not explain why there are dependences, thus we propose the provenance slice as a combination of data slice and its related program fragment (program slice).
Typical precise dynamic slicing needs to build dependence graph from the programs execution trace (preprocessing) before slicing. However, the dependence graph can be extremely large and run out of memory, so is the provenance graph if the query needs to recover all dependencies beforehand. Zhang et al. [17] present the design and evaluation of three precise dynamic slicing algorithms called the full preprocessing (FP), no preprocessing (NP) and limited preprocessing (LP) algorithms. These algorithms differ in the relative timing of constructing the dynamic data dependence graph and its traversal for computing requested dynamic slices. The no preprocessing (NP) algorithm does not perform any preprocessing but rather during slicing it uses demand driven analysis that recovers dynamic dependencies and caches the recovered dependencies for potential future reuse, and we derive the non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique from this no preprocessing (NP) algorithm.
Pignotti et al. [12] investigate the role of provenance in agent-based simulation and discuss typical queries over a provenance record. They describe three types of provenance that can be recorded from a simulation: the provenance about model development, the provenance about executing the model and the provenance about simulation. The dependency provenance we that explore is close to the type of provenance about simulation in their classification. However, they capture the provenance of simulations as actions performed by agents in discrete-event modeling, while we trace the dependency provenance by source code instrumentation; they concluded that as the number of simulation runs and agents in the simulation increases, the queries become exponentially complex, while we address this scalability problem by first using the useinspired filters to drop off irrelevant provenance traces and then applying the non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique to avoid recovering irrelevant provenance.
III. DEPENDENCY PROVENANCE IN ABM
Dependency provenance is the information relating each part of the output of a query to a set of parts of the input on which the output depends. Dependency provenance can be used to compute data slices, or summaries of the parts of the input relevant to a given part of the output [10] . We want to define dependency provenance in ABM similar to this, but we also want to compute the program slice (relevant processes) as a complement to the data slice. While the data slice tells what the relevant input data is, the program slice tells how the output data depends on the input data. Specifically, the dependency provenance in ABM that we propose contains the information of:
• All data products and their dependencies;
• Procedures associated with these dependencies.
We choose W3C PROV [5] to record the dependency provenance in ABM (specifically from the NetLogo model), because PROV allows us to express the provenance of agents and the evolution of a variable. Unlike its predecessor OPM, an agent in PROV is also a particular type of entity and the PROV has the concept of versions. The mapping of ABM provenance to PROV is accomplished by first identifying the entities and dependencies in a NetLogo program, then mapping concepts in PROV to them (see Table I ).
Note that in our mapping, the agent in ABM is mapped to an agent in PROV, this is because an agent in ABM has attributes and carries out actions that match the definition of agent in PROV; we define the state of a variable as an entity to capture its evolution over time; since the procedure in NetLogo can access global variables and any other agent without explicitly accepting them as input parameters, we need to capture the accurate dependencies at the statement level of the NetLogo program, however, we do not model the execution of a statement as an activity, as it can produce overwhelming amount of activities. Instead, we decide that the procedure level information is a good abstraction to explain why the output data depends on some input data.
IV. PROVENANCE TRACING
Provenance of a NetLogo model is captured through the process of adding probes to the model source code. These probes generate provenance traces. We propose three types of probes for this purpose, probes that log:
• Procedure invocations (Type 1), • Write and read operations (Type 2), and
• Conditional statements (Type 3).
Type 1 probes generate information used to compute the program slice. Type 2 and Type 3 probes produce provenance about data dependencies that is used to compute the data slice.
The open source tool that we built to implement our abstractions is called PIN (acronym for "Provenance in NetLogo") [2] . It can trace, capture, query and visualize the dependency provenance in NetLogo. It consists of four main components: a source code analyzer used to automatically add probes to the model's source code, a NetLogo extension for capturing the provenance traces generated from probes, a non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique for computing provenance slices using provenance traces, and a visualization component for visualizing the provenance slices. Table II gives a sample instrumented code snippet. Note that the primitive "provenance:write" is implemented in PIN's NetLogo extension to write an input string to the log file and each probe passes a provenance trace as a string into it; for each statement in the original source code, we add different probes for its reading/writing operations on different variables and use two extra probes to enclose all of them.
To understand the scale of provenance traces generated and the overhead introduced by our method, we perform an empirical study using a classic NetLogo model for ecologists called "wolf-sheep-predation". The model, designed by Uri Wilensky [15] , explores the stability of predator-prey ecosystems. A system is stable if it trends to maintaining itself over time, despite fluctuations in population sizes. A system is similarly unstable if it trends to extinction of one or more species involved. The "wolf-sheep-predator" model has two variations. In the first variation, wolves and sheep wander the landscape randomly while wolves are busy looking for sheep to prey on. Each model step is an action by a wolf that costs them energy units, and they must eat sheep in order to replenish their energy. When a wolf runs out of energy, it dies. Each of wolf and sheep has a fixed probability of reproducing at each time step. This variation produces interesting population dynamics, but is ultimately unstable. The second variation includes grass in addition to wolves and sheep. The behavior of the wolves is identical to the first variation, however this time the sheep must eat grass in order to maintain their energy-when they run out of energy they die. Once grass is eaten it will only regrow after a fixed amount of time. This variation is more complex than the first, but it is generally stable. We choose the first variation to study the scale of provenance under conditions where the model is unstable, and run it up to 400 iterations.
In Table III , we show the size of the provenance log and the agent population after 10, 50, etc. iterations. The size of provenance captured actually depends on both the number of iterations and the size of agent population. The provenance size increases dramatically at 400 iterations, which is because the wolves almost die out and the number of sheep has increased exponentially at 400 iterations. This means that, for simulations that have a large population of agents or need to run a long period of time, the size of provenance traces captured using our method can be overwhelming. To cope with this, we propose some use-inspired filters in Section V and evaluate their performance in Section VII.
To understand the time overhead introduced by provenance tracing and capture, we identify four performance metrics that are measured through timing information gathered during the "Model execution and provenance tracing" step (in Figure 1) . These metrics are:
• Execution time: model execution;
• Message passing time: the probes pass the trace messages to the NetLogo extension by calling the primitive "provenance:write";
• Collecting time: the NetLogo extension collects trace messages and their context information from the model;
• Writing time: the NetLogo extension writes traces into a provenance log file.
Execution time is calculated by running the model without instrumentation, and the others are computed indirectly by running simulations with different versions of the NetLogo extension and calculating the average time differences. The model is running in NetLogo 5.0.3 on a single machine with Win8 64bit OS, 8GB memory, and Core i5 2.53GHz dual core CPU. Figure 2 summarizes the results.
From Figure 2 we see (a) that the "message passing time" is small compared to the "execution time" and "collecting time", which means that we can simply turn off tracing once the capture finishes by not processing the trace messages, and this strategy can dramatically reduce the overhead. We can also use filters that perform aggregation and filtering to reduce the "writing time", but these filters do not reduce the "collecting time", and even introduce additional computation time. overhead) scales linearly until 300 iterations and then increases dramatically when the population of sheep starts to increase exponentially.
V. FILTERING ABM PROVENANCE
To reduce the overhead and simplify subsequent querying, we propose filters that apply intelligence to reduce provenance before it is written to log tiles. Some of the filters abstract statement level traces and others drop unrelated traces and turn off the tracing once the capture finishes. In the remainder of this section, we discuss two types of provenance filters and their example outputs.
A. Aggregation
Keeping track of fine-grained provenance provides a detailed view of the dependencies among entities in a simulation, but at the expense of additional storage and processing overhead. We can extract the fine-grained provenance from provenance traces and aggregate them into high level provenance records.
For example, one of the interactions among sheep agents and wolf agents in the model"wolf-sheep-predator" is that a wolf agent acquires reference to a sheep agent and then kills it. We can aggregate these two steps into a single activity "kill", or to a generic relationship "interact with". We propose an aggregation filter that uses the generic relationship "interact with" to represent all the complex interactions among agents, since identifying less generic activities like "kill" is more complicated and may need the user effort. This aggregation filter is inspired by the interest of domain scientist in studying the interactions among agents in simulation, and we can visualize its output as a social network (see Figure 3 for an example). We implement this filter by buffering all provenance traces within an iteration at runtime and then extracting and writing the abstract provenance to the log file.
B. Filtering
Inspired by the forward and backward data slices discussed in [5] , we propose filtering that computes a forward provenance slice or backward provenance slice for a given variable. Our PIN captures provenance traces of all iterations by default, but we developed one filter that collects the provenance traces from only a single iteration. In this section, we introduce and describe the use cases and implementations of the forward, backward and single-iteration filters. The backward provenance slice includes the processes, input data, intermediate data and agents that are involved in the generation of an output data. This can help user to better understand why a particular result is achieved and can be used for debugging. Figure 4 is the visualization of an example backward provenance from the model "wolf-sheep-predation". That backward provenance slice explains how the final value of the variable "energy" of agent "wolf 130" is generated: there are three types of processes involved in the generation-"go", "catch-sheep" and "wolf-reproduce"; the agent variable "energy" is reduced by 1 each time the "observer" agent (global manager) invokes the "go" procedure (which means one iteration starts); the agent variable "energy" increases by the value of "wolf-gain-from-food" after catching sheep agent "sheep 26"; the "energy" is reduced from 46 to 23 after the process "wolf -reproduce" took place.
It is usually difficult to decide the backward provenance slice for a variable before the simulation terminates, this is because the target variable can be directly or indirectly affected by any current data/process in the future. However, by observing the backward provenance we can get from the provenance traces of a finished simulation, we find that it is more like a linear structure rather than an upside down treeit consists of information about how a given variable evolves as processes running on the same agent to which the variable belongs. So we implement an imprecise filter that drops all provenance traces that are not associated with the agent to which the target variable belongs.
The forward provenance slice of one input data tells information about the future data products that are derived from the input data. It can be used to understand the impact of a input parameter, or to control the error propagation if an input data is corrupted. Figure 5 is the visualization of an example forward provenance of a parameter named "wolf-reproduce". Note that each "was derived from" relationship means that the source entity was used in the generation of the target entity, and we do not consider any other indirect dependency in this way. We implement the forward provenance filter by keeping track of all data products that are derived from the input data or the previously derived data. The last filter we propose keeps the execution traces only for a single iteration, which is inspired by the user's interest in studying the various agent behaviors and the interactions among them. By recovering and visualizing the provenance from provenance traces of a single iteration, we can discover the different agent behavior patterns. Figure 6 is an example visualization that shows six different agent behaviors within an iteration: 1) the global agent "observer" invokes "displaylabels" on each wolf and sheep agent; 2) the wolf agents invoke the procedure "go", "move" and "death"; 3) the wolf agents invoke the procedure "wolf-reproduce" in addition to the procedure "go", "move" and "death" ; 4) the sheep agents invoke the procedure "go", "move" and "death" ; 5) the sheep agents invoke the procedure "sheep-reproduce" in addition to the procedure "go", "move" and "death"; 6) the wolf agents catch sheep agents via the procedure "catch-sheep". The implementation of the single-iteration provenance filter is simple. We ask the user to start the filtering by entering the name of the entry procedure for the next iteration (like the procedure "go" in the model "wolf-sheep-predator"). After the simulation exits the entry procedure, the filter shuts down the tracing to minimize the overhead.
In sum, we have proposed two types of filters and included visualizations of the provenance computed from the output provenance traces of these filters. We examine their performance in Section VII .
VI. NON-PREPROCESSING PROVENANCE SLICING
The existing method that captures provenance from program logs needs to recover all the entities and dependencies from the logs before being able to answer queries [3] . However, our empirical study indicates that this can be infeasible for large provenance graph. For example, the log file that has the 20,793 provenance traces from a 10-iteration simulation of the model "wolf-sheep-predation" is only 523KB. However, recovering the full provenance (that has 8,855 nodes and 18,330 edges) from this log file and store it into the Neo4J [1] graph database takes 1,035,845ms (about 17 mins) in a machine with 8GB memory and Core i5 2.53GHz dual core CPU.
However, we can actually avoid recovering and maintaining provenance entities and dependencies that are unnecessary for answering a specific query. To achieve this, we propose a query technique we call non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing that is derived from Zhang's no preprocessing (NP) program slicing algorithm [10] . The non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique employs demand driven analysis of the provenance traces to recover dependency provenance. When a provenance query begins we traverse the provenance traces forward (or backward) to recover the dynamic dependencies required for the provenance slice computation. For example, if we need the provenance slice for the final value of some variable v (backward provenance), we traverse the execution traces backward till the last access of the variable was found. If that value of v depends on another variable w (see possible dependencies in Table 1 ), we resume the traversal to also calculate the provenance slice of w.
In essence this algorithm performs partial preprocessing for extracting entities, activities and dependencies relevant to a provenance query. It is possible that two different querying requests involve common information. In such a situation, the non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing algorithm will recover the common information from the execution trace during both provenance slice computations. To avoid this repetitive work we can cache the recovered entities, activities and dependencies. Therefore at any given point in time, all entities, activities and dependencies that have been computed so far can be found in the cache. Similar to Zhang's definition, we also define two versions of this demand driven algorithm, that is, without caching and with caching, as nonpreprocessing without caching (NPwoC) provenance slicing and non-preprocessing with caching (NPwC) provenance slicing. We evaluate the performance of NPwoC provenance slicing in Section VII and find that it can be even faster than traversing the pre-recovered full provenance graph.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first evaluate the proposed filters by comparing the performance of provenance capture with these filters with the performance of a full provenance capture without any filter. Table IV compares the size of provenance logs generated using different filters with the size of a full provenance log.
We can see that all filters can dramatically reduce the storage cost. While the provenance log generated from single-iteration filter remains the same size (since the capture finishes), the logs generated from other provenance filters get larger as simulation goes on: the log size from aggregation filter keeps increasing since there are more and more agents; the log size from backward provenance filter keeps increasing until the target agent dies; the log size from forward provenance filter does not increase much after 200 iterations since we were tracing the usage of the global variable "wolf-reproduce" by wolf agents and there are few wolf agents after 200 iterations. Figure 7 shows the average time of provenance capture with different filters and without any filter (the full provenance capture), which proves our result of analysis in Section IV. It shows that while the single-iteration filter can significantly reduce the time overhead, the backward provenance filter doesn't reduce the time overhead much, and the forward provenance filter and aggregation filter have even higher overhead than the full provenance capture. However, we argue that this can be optimized by detaching the filtering from the tracing and the model execution using a message bus. In this way, the "writing time" and the additional computation time are replaced with less communication time.
We also evaluate the performance of proposed nonpreprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique (the NPwoC Fig. 7 . Evaluation of capture time cost version) with various query requests ( Table V) . The nonpreprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique can query either on the full provenance traces or on the filtered provenance traces, and we measure both performance to demonstrate that the filtered provenance traces of reduced size can further improve the querying performance. Finally, we compare the performance of the non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique with the performance of traversing pre-recovered full provenance in a Neo4j graph database (using Neo4j Java API). In sum, our proposed filters can dramatically reduce the storage cost, and though some of them can introduce extra time overhead, the single-iteration filter can reduce the time overhead by turning off the provenance tracing at runtime. In addition, we also find that using proposed filters and the nonpreprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique together can significantly improve the performance of subsequent querying.
VIII. USING PROVENANCE TO ANALYZE SIMULATIONS
In Section V, we illustrated several use-inspired filters. To recap, we have demonstrated that: 1) Agent interactions that are abstracted from finegrained provenance traces can provide an overview of how agents are interacting and their community structure; 2) Backward provenance slice can answer the question of why/how a particular data was achieved and the history behavior of that agent;
3) Forward provenance slice shows future data items that depend on given data for controling error propagation; 4) Single-iteration provenance slice helps understand what happened during an iteration and different patterns of agent behaviors.
We continue by demonstrating more advanced uses of dependency provenance. To understand simulation progress, we take snapshots of the agent interactions after certain time intervals and visualize them. In Figure 8 , we visualize the agent-interaction network of model "wolf-sheep-predator" at different moments, and it shows that there are more wolf agents catching sheep agents after every 5 iterations. To study the sensitivity of the model to parameter calibration, agent based modelers often run the simulation with different values of that parameter and compare the outputs-so called parameter sweeps. However, this high level of comparison can only reveal aggregated differences in the final results. Forward provenance is very useful for this purpose since it can tell the exact impact of a given parameter by showing all intermediate data items influenced by that parameter. We can compare the forward provenance slices of that parameter to tell the exact differences caused by the different values. For example, the default value of the parameter "wolf-reproduce" in the model "wolf-sheep-predation" is 5%, which means that each time a wolf has a probability of 5% to reproduce itself. We first run a 10-iteration simulation with the default value of the parameter "wolf-reproduce" and compute its forward provenance slice, and then we change that value to 10% and re-run it and compute the same forward provenance slice. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the two forward provenance slices using a provenance graph matching algorithm [8] . The algorithm matches sub-graphs based on node/edge attributes and graph topology. It assigns one color to matching nodes and a different color to unmatched nodes.
The comparison shows that there are more wolves reproduced after changing "wolf-sheep-predation" from 5% to 10%, and while a few wolves that were reproduced in the former simulation remains the same in the latter simulation, other wolves that were reproduced in the former simulation either act differently or are not reproduced in the latter simulation. In sum, the parameter "wolf-sheep-predation" can influence the number of wolves reproduced and the way they behave.
Besides studying the model's sensitivity to a parameter, we can also use forward provenance slice to compute the impact of that parameter on the model. Thus if the model has multiple parameters, the researcher can tell how influential each parameter is and which parameter is the most influential.
Definition The impact of a parameter υ on an agent group S is defined as the ratio of the agents in S that are influenced by that parameter to the entire population in S:
Impact(υ) = Cardinality(D) Cardinality(S)
in which υ is a global variable and D, S are agent groups. D={a|a ∈ S and a has at least one data item in the forward provenance slice of υ}, which is the subset of agents in S that are influenced by υ. Table VI shows the impact of four different global variables on the wolf agents and the sheep agents in a 10-iteration simulation of the model "wolf-sheep-predation". The result shows that the global variable "wolf-reproduce" is the most influential for the wolf agents and the "sheep-reproduce" is the most influential for sheep agents. The result also shows that the global variable "sheep-gain-from-food" has no impact on the model, this is because we are running the less stable variation of that model, the one that does not include grass. In this paper, we introduce a methodology for automatic tracing and capture of provenance from agent based models. Since provenance can grow extremely large as the model progresses, we propose filters to reduce it. Inspired by several typical provenance queries and user interests, we propose aggregation and filtering filters that help understand the evolution of simulation, the model's sensitivity to a parameter, and the impact of a parameter on the model. We also propose the non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing techniques that can directly query over provenance traces to avoid recovering and maintaining provenance entities and dependencies that are irrelevant to the query request. The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed filters and non-preprocessing (NP) provenance slicing technique can work together to dramatically reduce the demands on persistent storage and simplify the subsequent querying.
Provenance tracing using source instrumentation has the limitation that we cannot capture provenance within the system calls or library functions. So one possible future work is to create a patch to the NetLogo platform to trace the provenance in library functions. We illustrated that using filters can add extra computation time to the simulation, which can be resolved in the future by detaching them from the NetLogo extension using a message bus. Besides, the model "wolf-sheep-predation" is a very simple agent based model, so our next step is to apply our tool and the same analysis onto a more complicated model.
